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ABSTRACT:

Dramatic political and economic changes in Eastern European countries following the dissolution of the “Eastern Bloc” and the collapse of the Soviet Union greatly affected land-cover and land-use trends. In particular, changes in forest cover dynamics may be attributed to the collapse of the planned economy, agricultural land abandonment, economy liberalization, and market conditions. However, changes in forest cover are hard to quantify given inconsistent forest statistics collected by different countries over the last 30 years. The objective of our research was to consistently quantify forest cover change across Eastern Europe from 1985 until 2012 using the complete Landsat data archive. We developed an algorithm for processing imagery from different Landsat platforms and sensors (TM and ETM+), aggregating these images into a common set of multi-temporal metrics, and mapping annual gross forest cover loss and decadal gross forest cover gain. Our results show that forest cover area increased from 1985 to 2012 by 4.7% across the region. Average annual gross forest cover loss was 0.41% of total forest cover area, with a statistically significant increase from 1985 to 2012. Most forest disturbance recovered fast, with only 12% of the areas of forest loss prior to 1995 not being recovered by 2012. Timber harvesting was the main cause of forest loss. Logging area declined after the collapse of socialism in the late 1980s, increased in the early 2000s, and decreased in most countries after 2007 due to the global economic crisis. By 2012, Central and Baltic Eastern European countries showed higher logging rates compared to their Western neighbours. Comparing our results with official forest cover and change estimates showed agreement in total forest area for year 2010, but with substantial disagreement between Landsat-based and official forest cover area change. Landsat-based logging areas exhibit strong relationship with reported roundwood production at national scale. Our results allow national and sub-national level analysis of forest cover extent, change, and logging intensities and are available on-line as a baseline for further analyses of forest dynamics and its drivers.

1. INTRODUCTION

Dramatic socio-economic changes after the breakdown of Soviet state-run, “planned” economy in Eastern Europe significantly altered forest management in the region. The legal framework of forest management changed due to land privatization, reduction of state control, and changes in forest use regulations (Lazdinis et al., 2004; Strimbu et al., 2005; Torniainen et al., 2006; Vanwantheke et al., 2012). In terms of economics, price liberalization, modification of forest consumer network and processing infrastructure had significant effects coupled with the expansion of the European Union expansion, changes in markets, and the recent global economic crisis (Kuemmerle et al., 2009; Wendland et al., 2011; Olofsson et al., 2011). Among countries, most of these changes were multidirectional and not time-synchronous (Kuemmerle et al., 2006). To relate effects of socio-economic changes to forest dynamics consistent time-series of forest cover change are required for the entire region. Such information, however, is not available from national statistical data. Many Eastern European countries changed their national or administrative boundaries after the late 1980s, and their government agencies responsible for forest monitoring were reformed, making analysis of archival data complicated. Moreover, forest data collected at national level is often inconsistent among countries due to differences in forest inventory methods (which also changed dramatically during the few last decades) and varying definitions of what constitutes a forest (Seebach et al., 2011; Tomppo et al., 2010). Time series of spatially consistent satellite observations, such as the one collected by the Landsat program since mid-1980s, may serve as alternative data source to measure regional-to-global forest dynamics (Wulder et al., 2008). Satellite-based analysis allows wall-to-wall consistent mapping of land-cover change beyond national and administrative boundaries, producing multi-temporal data well suited to study socio-economic effects on land-cover, carbon pools, and ecosystem dynamics. Landsat archive data, however, were collected by different sensors under different atmospheric conditions and require special methods and tools for image calibration and compositing (Hansen & Loveland 2012).

The objective of our research was to consistently quantify forest cover change across Eastern Europe from 1985 until 2012 using the complete Landsat data archive. Our analysis built upon Landsat data processing methods derived for forest mapping and change detection at national (Potapov et al., 2012) and global (Hansen et al., 2013) scales. Our research advances previous regional analyses on forest cover change (Potapov et al., 2011; Baumann et al., 2012; Griffiths et al., 2014) by using the entire archive of Landsat data from 1985 to 2012 and applying spatially consistent and exhaustive mapping algorithms (Potapov et al., 2014). As a result of our analysis, we created a consistent dataset depicting forest dynamics over three decades for Eastern Europe. The data are provided freely for unrestricted public use (http://glad.geog.umd.edu/europe/), and may be employed for regional and national studies. In this
paper, we describe data processing methodology, results, and perform inter-comparisons between satellite-based forest assessments and available national forest inventory and forest management data.

2. DATA AND METHODS

The analysis was performed within Eastern European countries that formed the “Eastern Bloc” until the end of the 1980s, including the European part of the former Soviet Union, former Yugoslavia, former Czechoslovakia, Poland, Bulgaria, Romania, and Hungary.

We downloaded and processed all Landsat TM and ETM+ data from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Earth Resources Observation and Science (EROS) Data Center data archive. Only images processed to L1T standard (terrain corrected) within growing season (defined using MODIS NDVI time series, see Potapov et al., 2011) were used for analysis. In total, we analyzed 59,539 Landsat images from 1984 to 2012. We processed images using our standard workflow (Fig. 1) converting sensor data to top-of-atmosphere spectral reflectance, applying per-pixel cloud/shadow masking, and performing reflectance normalization using MODIS-based surface reflectance composite as normalization target (Potapov et al., 2014).

Regional forest cover extent was mapped for three dates: 1985, 2000, and 2012. We used a regression tree model (Breiman et al., 1984) to map tree canopy cover. The model was derived using 1999-2001 three-year multi-temporal metrics set as the independent variable and global tree canopy cover dataset (Hansen et al., 2013) as the dependent variable. We implemented the same model to derive tree canopy cover for circa year 1985 and 2012, thus obtaining consistent estimates through time. To map forest cover as land-cover category, a single threshold of tree canopy cover product (49%, consistent with Potapov et al., 2011) was used to derive regional forest cover time-series.

Forest cover loss was defined from a land-cover perspective, as areas where tree cover was removed or reduced below the 49% threshold. Areas of forest cover loss were mapped using supervised classification algorithm (classification trees) applied to long-interval metrics. Separate models were used for 1985-2000, with training digitized by experts, and for 2000-2012, the results of global forest cover loss product (Hansen et al., 2013) were used as training data. Forest cover loss was attributed to a given year of change event using trend analysis of annual NDVI and tree canopy cover derived from annual multi-spectral metrics. In addition, we attributed forest cover loss according to the disturbance agent: fire, windfall, or other. The “other” thematic class includes primarily logging and clearing, and scattered natural disturbance (like insect infestation). We mapped forest cover gain by examining tree canopy cover for years 1985, 2000, and 2012, and defining gain as areas that increased their forest canopy cover above the 49% threshold. Forest gain was mapped separately within areas of forest cover loss 1985-2012 (to assess forest recovery after disturbance) and within non-forest areas of 1985 (to quantify recovery of pre-1985 disturbance and afforestation within abandoned agriculture lands).

Satellite-based product validation received special attention in our workflow, with all forest change results being validated using the best available data. Forest cover loss for 1985-2000 and 2000-2012 were validated separately to ensure products consistency through time. Forest cover gain within year 1985 non-forest areas and within forest cover loss 1985-2012 areas were also validated separately. Our methods follow recommended good practices for remotely sensed data product validation (Stehman, 2012; Tyukavina et al., 2013; Olofsson et al., 2014). To validate each thematic class, we selected a stratified random sample of pixels. We chose strata to include core change and no-change areas, and areas with high uncertainty, i.e., those within one pixel inside and outside buffers along change and no-change classes interface. In total, 1000 sample pixels were used for each of the forest loss interval maps, and 500 pixels for each forest gain product.
Validation confirms the high accuracy of our products, although the region-wide Landsat-based products demonstrate certain change detection omission (Tab. 1). The producer’s accuracy for forest loss and gain (88% and 75%, respectively) was lower than the user’s accuracy (89% and 91%). We found that classification errors were found nearly exclusively within one pixel along the change/no change interface. Our results confirmed previous findings (Tyukavina et al., 2013) that a simple two-strata design should be avoided for change map validation because it may result in an incorrect accuracy measurements. We also performed a comparison of sample-based validation of forest cover loss results between the global product (Hansen et al., 2013) and our product. Applying regional rather than continental (in case of global product) classification model improved user’s and producer’s accuracy from 65% and 68%, respectively, for the global product, to 94% and 88% for our regional product.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>User’s accuracy</th>
<th>Producer’s accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forest cover loss 1985-2000</td>
<td>89.9%</td>
<td>90.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest cover loss 2000-2012</td>
<td>94.3%</td>
<td>88.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest cover gain (after loss 1985-2012)</td>
<td>98.3%</td>
<td>96.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest cover gain (within 1985 non-forest)</td>
<td>91.0%</td>
<td>75.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Accuracy measurements for the regional forest cover change products

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our consistent, region-wide analysis revealed substantial changes in the forest cover of Eastern Europe from 1985 to 2012. The total forest cover area increased from 216 million ha in 1985 to 226 million ha in 2012, representing +4.7% net forest area gain. At the national level, forest cover increased in all Eastern European countries except Estonia and Latvia. On the sub-national level, however, additional hotspots of net forest cover loss were detected, e.g. within most populated regions of Russia: Moscow and Saint Petersburg.

Almost 11% of the 1985 forest cover experienced disturbances, with an average disturbance rate of 0.41% of total forest area per year. Temporal trend of forest cover loss within the region followed a general pattern of slowing down after the breakdown of Soviet economy during 1990s, and increased after the early 2000s. Average annual loss from year 2007 to 2012 was 22% higher than that during Soviet era. The change rates of annual forest loss attributed to logging were different among countries and regions (Fig. 2). While most of the countries experienced a negligible change or even a decline in forest cover loss after the breakdown of Soviet Union in 1990s, logging intensity in some countries (Slovakia, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania) increased immediately after the breakdown, possibly due to faster transition to market economy. During early 2000s annual logging area increased in all countries except Russia. Most of the countries doubled their logging area compared to Soviet times; Estonia increased logging intensity three-fold, and Latvia almost by a factor of four. The global economic crisis in late 2000s affected timber harvesting differently. Central European (Slovakia, Czech Republic, and Poland) and Baltic countries kept increasing their logging rates, while in other countries annual logging area remained the same or even decreased.

While timber harvesting increased compared to Soviet times throughout the region, it remained lower than the pre-1990 rate in European Russia. However, the harvesting intensity trends are different at regional level. The Central region, containing most of the European Russia population and the home of the main timber processing enterprises, experienced increase in timber harvesting analogous to other Eastern European countries. On the contrary, logging intensity within other regions remained lower or equivalent to Soviet times.
To understand relative forest cover change within Eastern European countries in a pan-European context, we compared annual forest loss rate among Eastern and Western European countries. While such comparison could not be performed using our dataset, we employed the Hansen et al., (2013) global forest cover and 2000-2012 loss product available through Global Forest Watch Web Portal (http://www.globalforestwatch.org/).

We used the tree canopy cover 2000 layer above a 50% threshold to obtain forest area for 2000 as well as annual gross forest cover loss datasets. As the Global Forest Change product does not allow forest cover loss disaggregation by disturbance type, we assumed that most of the stand-level disturbance within Central and Northern European countries were due to forest harvesting. The result of our comparison shows that the rate of clear-cutting is similar between Scandinavia and Baltic states, and between Eastern and Western Central European countries (Fig. 3). All countries exhibit increase in logging intensity in the mid-2000s. After the global economic crisis, however, logging rates decreased in most of the countries except the Baltic states. By 2012, selected Eastern European countries showed higher logging rates compared to their Western neighbors. Gross forest cover rate in Latvia was higher than in Scandinavia countries since the beginning of 2000s with Estonia and Lithuania gross forest cover rate surpassing Scandinavia countries' rates by 2012. In Poland, Slovakia, and Czech Republic, forest cover loss rates were higher than in Germany and Austria during the 2000s. Several factors may be responsible for high logging intensity in Eastern European countries: land restitution and market opening, trade liberalization after joining the European Union, intensification of timber processing, removal of Soviet forest protection restrictions, and the maturing of forest plantations established immediately after World War II in areas of degraded and burned forests (Brakas et al., 2009; Lazdinis et al., 2004). Current intensity of forest loss caused a net reduction of forest cover area in Estonia and Latvia by 2% and 4%, respectively. Forest cover declines indicate that such logging intensity may be above sustainable forestry limits. Further spatial and socio-economic analysis is required to understand the causes and consequences of current logging intensity rates in these countries.

Forest cover usually re-established quickly after clearcutting or natural disturbance, either through plantation or natural regeneration. More than a half (58%) of all the disturbance from 1985-2012 recovered into forest by 2012. Within the 1985-1988 stand-level disturbances, forest recovery occurred on 85% of the area. In year 2012, young forests established after forest disturbances and on abandoned agriculture lands represent 15% of the total forest cover. Only 12% of the areas of forest loss prior to 1995 had not yet recovered by 2012. Afforestation of abandoned agriculture lands played a significant role in overall forest area increase, with almost 6.5 million ha of new forests established since 1985. In many countries afforestation of former cropland areas outweighed the effect of increased logging intensity, thus leading to net gain of forest cover area. Our results, however, show only areas where dense (above 49% tree canopy cover) forests established over abandoned agriculture areas. Where the afforestation process in abandoned areas is slow due to a lack of seed sources, high frequency of fires, or a dense sod layer prohibiting seedling establishment were not mapped as forest gain in our results.

Landsat-based forest cover estimates are well compatible with forest areas reported by national agencies (FAO, 2010). We estimated the Landsat-based forest area for year 2010 by adding gross forest loss areas from 2011 and 2012 national forest area estimates, and compared it with the FAO FRA 2010 forest area (Fig. 4). At the country level, comparison
shows strong agreement with a $r^2$ of .99 despite possible differences in forest definitions. However, we detected considerable differences between Landsat-based and official national net forest cover change estimations (Fig. 5). We compared 1985-2012 Landsat-based net forest cover change data with official forest cover change between 1990 and 2010 (Forest Europe., 2011). While we observe the same pattern of forest cover area increase at the regional level, the national estimates for several countries are either underestimate forest area increase (Poland, Ukraine, Hungary, Croatia, Czech Republic) or overestimating forest area increase (Belarus, Bulgaria, Serbia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Estonia, Latvia). Omission of certain tree cover gain areas (dense orchards, afforestation over abandoned lands) from official statistics may explain forest increase underestimation compare to Landsat-based results. The overestimation of net forest gain by national agencies may be explained by the fact that forest regeneration usually included into national reporting in an early stage, before young forest cover become visible on satellite images. In contrary with official statistics, our data shows the net forest cover loss in Baltic states, Estonia and Latvia, which experienced high and increasing rates of logging operations.

To show the value of area-based logging intensity estimates derived from Landsat data, we compared average 2009-2011 annual Landsat-based logging area with official roundwood production statistics for year 2010 (Forest Europe., 2011). Our result showed strong correlation between these parameters for former USSR republics and for other Eastern European countries (Fig. 6). However, we noticed substantial difference between these two groups of countries. The average volume per hectare of Landsat-detected forest loss was 211 m$^3$ in former USSR republics and 524 m$^3$ in other countries. We suppose that the difference is related to methods of roundwood production measurement, differences in climate and soil quality, and may also be related to a proportion of selective logging (which were not mapped by this Landsat product) in total forest felling. Nevertheless, the strong relationship between forest loss and roundwood production statistics found by this data inter-comparison shows possibility for timber production estimation from satellite-derived data.
4. CONCLUSION

The primary goal of our project was to create a spatially and temporally consistent geospatial dataset depicting forest cover dynamics within Eastern European countries over nearly three decades (1985-2012). For our analysis, we used land-cover based definitions of forest cover, gross forest cover loss and gain, to overcome differences among the forest definition used by different national and international forest monitoring agencies (FAO, 2000). Remote sensing-based products that employ biophysical criteria of forest cover (defined according to tree canopy cover thresholds without attribution to specific land cover categories and land use) are better suitable for carbon loss monitoring that forest inventory data which are based on land use definitions (DeFries et al., 2002; Burges et al., 2012; Harris et al., 2012; Tyukavina et al., 2013). Regional products that are based on a consistent, normalized set of inputs derived from long-term satellite archive are the only data source that allows for consistent forest change monitoring at the international level, alleviating the need for harmonization procedures commonly applied to regional and national forestry inventory data (Levers et al., 2014). Our long-term monitoring results clearly manifest the effects of changes in forest management after the breakdown of Soviet “planned” economy on forest cover disturbance and recovery dynamics. These results are well suited to provide baseline for regional socio-economic researches. Our comparison with official data demonstrated the utility of Landsat-based archive in consistent land-cover change characterization. The future of our approach relies on free-of-charge, consistent satellite data supply from Landsat and Landsat-like (e.g., Sentinel) missions.
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